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ABSTRACT 
Several approaches for deriving orthonormal eigenbases for Hadamard matrices of 
order 2” are discussed. In particular, the orthogonal modal matrix of Yarlagadda and 
Hershey is given a simple description in terms of tensor products. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Hadamard matrices of order 2” are defined recursively by H, = H,@ H, _ 1 
= @“HI, where 
and @ denotes the tensor product. In a recent article in this journal [l], 
Yarlagadda and Hershey derived an orthogonal modal matrix for H,, and gave 
an explicit scheme for generating columns of that matrix. However, in their 
introductory remarks, they leave the impression that orthogonal modal 
matrices for H, are somewhat elusive. We consider several possible ap 
proaches for obtaining such matrices. 
Consider modal matrices U, of the form V, = A@&, _ r + B8 H, _ 1, with 
the 2 X 2 matrices A, B to be determined. Let h = 2”12 denote the positive 
eigenvalue of H,, and set K = diag(1, - 1). Then, U,, is an orthogonal modal 
matrix if 
H,,U, = U,(XKsZ,_,), UpJ” = 1. (1) 
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These conditions lead to the easily solved equations 
B*H,BK+KB*H,B=O and KBTBK+BTB=2X-2Z, (2) 
with A= hH;'BK. 
Secondly, since H,, is symmetric with (equally occurring) eigenvalues + X, 
one has orthogonal projections onto the eigenspaces of H,, given by 
&hZ+H,), &AZ-H,). 
In Section 2, we show how to obtain an ON (orthonormal) eigenbasis V, for 
H,, from these projections. 
Perhaps the most natural approach is to use the 2 X 2 orthogonal modal 
matrix W, for H,, which is given by 
W,=(l+r2)-1’2(z+rJ). (3) 
Here, r = - 1 + fi and J is the real representation of i = J-1. We investi- 
gate this approach in Section 3, where we show that W, = 8 “W, is in fact 
the modal matrix (denote by Z,, for future reference) of Yarlagadda and 
Hershey. Moreover, by adapting their scheme for rendering 2, explicit, we 
show that all of U,, V,, W, are explicit in the sense in which they have used 
the term. 
In concluding remarks, we show how to relate the various modal matrices 
generated. 
2. ORTHONORMAL EIGENBASIS FROM PROJECTIONS 
Let H,,, H, _ I denote Hadamard matrices of orders 2” and 2”- ‘, respec- 
tively. If A and p denote the positive eigenvalues of each, then X2 = 2~~. Form 
the orthogonal projections P,, P_ onto the eigenspaces of H,,: 
AI H,_, 
hZ+H,_, 1 
= [L*,R*l, (4 
where L *, R + denote the left and right halves of P *. We wish to use L + and 
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L _ to obtain an ON eigenbasis for H,,. Since L’, L _ = 0 is ensured by 
P, P_ = 0, we merely need convert L, and L _ separately to ON sets. This is 
possible, since each has full rank 2” - ‘, by the invertibility of H,, _ 1. As 
H,“_ 1 = $1, we calculate 
LT,L+=&hlkH,-+E*. (5) 
Both E,, E_ are positive definite. This follows either from the full ranks of 
L + or by spectral decomposition of H,, _ 1. Thus, each of E,, E _ admits a 
positive definite square root. 
LEMMA 1. E1,/2=X-1(1+r2)-1’2(pZ+rH,,_,). 
Proof. Let G=aZ+bH,_,. Then, as Hz_1=p2Z, we obtain G2=(a2 
+ p2b2)Z + 2abH,, _ 1. Hence, Ey2 are given by solutions of the equations 
a2+p2b2=$, 
1 
2ab=*z. 
Choosing the correct signs for a, b we have the result. W 
THEOREM 1. An orthogonal moahl matrix (ON eigenbasis) for H,, is 
v, = h-1(1+ r2)p2 /.LZ+~H,_~ pZ-- rH,,_, 
-rpZ+H,_, 1 -rpZ- H,,_, ’ 
Proof. Set V, = L * X *, with the invertible 2” - ’ X 2” - ’ matrices X + to 
be chosen so that V, have ON columns, i.e. 
Z=V;V,=X;LT,L,X,=X;E,X,. 
Since X + = E ; ‘I2 solve these equations, we obtain 
K=[V+ V-1 = [ L+E;‘12 L_E:lj2] (6) 
as an ON eigenbasis for H,,. All that is necessary to complete the proof is to 
notethatE;“2=\/8E:/2andt 0 carry out the indicated multiplications. n 
It will be shown in the next section that the columns of V, can be 
generated recursively. 
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3. TENSOR PRODUCT MODAL MATRIX 
Set Wi = (I + r2) -1’2(Z + rJ) as defined in the introduction. Let W, = 
@3 “W, and D,, = CO “D1, where D, = @diag(l, - 1). Then 
H,,W,= @“H,. @“WI= @“H,W, 
= @“W,D,= @“W,+“D,=W,D,, (7) 
and 
w,‘w,=c3”w~w,=z. (8) 
Consequently, the columns of W, form an ON eigenbasis for H,,. 
THEOREM 2. W, = 2,. 
Proof. Clearly the ith column for W, is wi = W;fi‘, where A is the ith 
standard basis vector in R2” = 631 “R2. If we let ei, e, denote the standard basis 
vectors in R2, then each fi’ has the representation jj = e,,@ * * * 0 e_, q = 1 or 
2. In particular, fi = @“e, and fi = 8 “- ‘e,@e,. Thus, 
w1 = COnW,e,, w2=(@ n-‘Wlel)OW,e2. (9) 
But W,e, = J( W,e,). Consequently, 
wz=(@ “-lz)BJwl = PnlW1, (10) 
where P,,l is the operator of [ 11. 
This calculation shows that one will be able to generate the columns of W,, 
recursively if it is possible to determine the interchanges of e, and e, as one 
passes from & to A+ i, for then the appropriate slot of wi will be multiplied by 
either Z or J - ’ = - J. But this information is contained in the indexing 
scheme in [l]. Let i + 1 = 2”(2k + 1). Then, e, and e, are interchanged in the 
last s + 1 slots. Thus, 
wi+l =*(@ n-s-lz)@( @s+l_r)wi = Pn,s+lwi, (11) 
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where the Pnj are as in [l]. Since 
we have established that W, = Z,. n 
Now note that H,e, = - .lHle,. Consequently the columns of V, of 
Section 2 can also be generated recursively’by the scheme above. 
One might call this scheme semiexplicit, as it is still necessary to generate 
wi recursively and thus each wi as well (the P,,j are iterated tensor products). 
For this reason, one can know a particular entry only after iterating to the 
appropriate level. This difficulty can be overcome by making more precise the 
relationship of ff to e, and e,. First note that fin = @ *e2. 
THEOREM 3. Let 1 d k < 2” huve binuy representation a1a2. - * a,. Then 
fk E @ “II2 is given by the ordered tensor product 
fk = ( @“-leai+l)@ea 
witha= fma, =landa=2fma,=O. 
Proof. The proof is by induction, and the case n = 1 is trivial. Suppose 
the theorem is true for n, and let 14 k < 2”+l have binary representation 
b,b, . . - b,,, r. Consider the multiindexing r,,+ i of standard basis vectors in 
@ “+‘R2 that one uses for rows and columns of tensor products of 2 X2 
matrices, so that 7” + r = 1. T,,; 2’ I-,,, If k > 2”, then b, = 1 and fk is multiindex- 
ed by an element of 2.7,. Thus, fk = es@&, where k’= k -2”. Since 
& E 8 *R2 and the binary representation of k’ is b2b, * * * b,,, r, the induction 
hypothesis applies to give the result. The argument for k G 2” is similar. m 
To illustrate, let n = 8 and pick 83 = 01010011 and 216 = 11011600. Then 
fs3 = e,8e,8e,8ez~e,8e,~ez~e, and file = 2 e 8e,QPe,8e,8e,8e,~e18e,. 
We can then calculate that 
wih3,2ls= -(I+ r2r4r4, ws)216,216 = -1. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Let B = C3 “A, where A is 2 X 2 and neither column of A is zero. Then 
there is an invertible M such that Ae, = MAe,. Thus, 
b i+l= BX+, = Q,hs 
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where Qi is a tensor product of I, M, and M - ‘. This shows that recursive 
generation of columns is not peculiar to W, or Z-Z,. 
In solving Xy E * X * = I, we chose particular solutions E ; ‘I? The gen- 
eral solution is 
X 
* 
= E-‘i2@ 
Lt f (13) 
where 0 + are arbitrary elements of the orthogonal group 0(2”- ‘). Set 
0 = diag(@+, O_). Then the complete set of orthogonal modal matrices (for 
diagonal ordering A,. . . ,A, - A,. . . , - A) is given by V,O. If the eigenvalues 
are ordered in some other manner, then one must first carry out a permuta- 
tion, P. Thus, V, and W, are related by 0 = V,‘W,P. By conformably 
partitioning P, the transition matrix 0 can easily be found. 
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